Varieties: Agouti - Pointed White - Self - Shaded - Ticked - Wide Band
To Be Entered And Shown In Two Classifications: Broken Pattern and Solid Pattern

**Showroom Classes And Weights**

- Senior Bucks & Does - 6 months of age and over 4 1/2 - 6 1/2 pounds (5 1/2 pounds ideal for does, 6 pounds ideal for bucks)
- Junior Bucks and Does - under 6 months of age, 6 pounds maximum
- Note: Junior exceeding maximum junior weight may be shown in higher age classification. No animal may be shown in lower age classification than its true age.

**BODY - Points 43**

- Massive and thickset; shoulders are broad, have good depth and are well filled rising to a slightly heavier hindquarter.
- H.Q. is broad, deep, smooth, rounded, and carry well filled hips.
- There should be a slight taper from H.Q. to shoulder.
- The Mini Lop should be heavily muscled, compact, and balanced.
- A dewlap is permitted on does but should balance with her body.
- **Faults** - Long, narrow body, flatness over shoulders and/or hips. Chopped off undercut H.Q. and any raciness.

**HEAD - Points 16**

- Head is to be strongly developed, without being too narrow. It should be wider on buck and finer in does.
- The head should set close on the shoulders with a very short neck.
- The crown of the head is to be boldly arched and there should be a light curvature of the skull at the base of the crown toward the nose.
- The head is to be bold but balance with the body.
- **Long, narrow head and/or pointed nose.**

**EARS - Points 16**

- Should be well placed at top of head, rising from a strong based ridge.
- They must lop vertically on both sides of the head.
- The ears should hang close to the cheeks with the ear opening toward the head.
- Ears should have a horseshoe shape, their length and width should be in proportion and balance with size of the head.
- The ears should also be well furred and rounded.
- **Faults** - Poor ear carriage, narrow, very thick, thin, or folded ears, or ear openings turned away from head.

**FEET & LEGS - Points 5**

- Legs are to be thick, short, straight, and toenails in broken pattern group may either light and dark.
- A difference in pigmentation between rear and front toenails is permitted, but all toenails should match.
- **Faults** - Unmatched toenails in the broken pattern group.
- **Disqualification from Competition** - Mismatched toenails on solid pattern Mini Lops.

**FUR - Points 10**

- Coat is to be glossy, uniform, medium-length, and be very thick and dense, with a good roll back.
- **Faults** - Coat that is silky, long, and harsh, long & thing, or extremely short.

**COLOR OR MARKINGS - Points 5**
All colors should conform to one of the recognized Lop Color Guide descriptions. Points on broken pattern animals are to be divided equally between color and markings. There should be a nose marking (butterfly preferred), a dark circle of color around each eye, and solid colored ears. The color line should start behind the head, on the shoulders, and make a sweep to the lower part of the hips. Feet and legs should be white, with the exception of elbow spots, which are normal and desirable. Eyes - color to conform to the Lop Color Guide descriptions.

- **Faults:** body and head patterns not conforming with the general descriptions.
- **Disqualification from Competition:** Complete absence of any head marking(s) on broken pattern animals. Brokens with less than 10% coloration.

*Condition - Points 5: Per ARBA definition.*